Simple, clean design; perfectly proportioned for the ultimate in urban living.

Citi
Bathroom Fixtures
Citi Faucets

F24001 – CP $219 BN $258
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F24003 – CP $189 BN $224
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F24008T – CP $198 BN $236
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim
Dual purpose: use as wall mount tub filler when flow straightener is used in lieu of aerator. Requires Rough-In Valve F3000B.
CP $170 BN $190
Pop-up not included

Also available:
FA725B
CP $39 BN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

FA725C
CP $39 BN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow

FP8001293
CP $10 BN $12
4" cover plate

FA725
CP $32 BN $39
Waste Pop-up with Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

F2441T – CP $354  BN $430
Citi Shower with Handheld Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, 6” ABS Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F2440T – CP $273  BN $328
Citi Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, 6” ABS Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F2451T – CP $193  BN $233
Citi Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, 6” ABS Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

F2454T – CP $379  BN $462
Citi Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F2420T – CP $233  BN $278
Citi Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

F2421T – CP $153  BN $183
Citi Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

CP = chrome plated finish  BN = PVD brushed nickel finish
Options

Handheld Accessories

Shower Arms

Cover Plate & Valves

Tub Fillers

Slide Rails

Hand Held Accessories

FP6002047  CP 559 BN $71  Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
FP600247  CP 559 BN $71  8" Shower Arm
FP600350  CP 569 BN $85  Round Rain Shower Head
FP6001050  CP 579 BN $219  8" Brass Square Rain Shower Head
FP6002050  CP 579 BN $219  8" Brass Round Rain Shower Head
FP20100  CP $29  BN $35  5-Function ABS Shower Head
FP40120  CP $39  BN $48  3-Function ABS Shower Wand
FP6002048  CP $49  BN $59  Brass Shower Wand - Square
FP6001048  CP $39  BN $49  Brass Shower Wand - Round

Shower Arms

FP6016008  CP $49  BN $71  8" Shower Arm
FP6017008  CP $54  BN $85  8" Square Rain Shower Arm
FP6013008  CP $59  BN $85  20" Round Rain Shower Arm
FP6012008  CP $59  BN $85  20" Square Rain Shower Arm
FP6011008  CP $54  BN $85  Fixed Handheld Shower Holder
FP6001004  CP $34  BN $43  72" Flex Hose
FP6058034  CP $80  BN $96  8" Tub Spout
FP6057034  CP $75  BN $90  8" Tub Spout

Cover Plate & Valves

FP8002001-384  CP $86  BN $99  1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve
FP8002001-384  CP $86  BN $99  1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve
FP6002050  CP $170  BN $190  Rough-In Valve
FP6024032  CP $38  BN $99  Trim for In-Wall Valve without Diverter
FP6024033  CP $90  BN $104  Trim for In-Wall Valve with Diverter
FP6035034  CP $119  BN $143  Tub Spout Set with Streamer
FP6058034  CP $78  BN $96  8" Tub Spout
FP6057034  CP $75  BN $90  8" Tub Spout

Slide Rails

FP6019008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6020008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6021008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6019008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6021008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6019008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6021008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*
FP6019008  CP $49  BN $59  12" Ceiling Shower Arm*